Finistop
Description
The Finistop anti slip mat solves a variety of problems. Its
exceptional anti-slip grid structure makes Finistop prevent
goods from slipping or sliding. Everything stays in place with
Finistop. It’s handy at home, at the office, in the car, for your
leisure activities, etc. Finistop is universal and can be used
in an extensive number of applications.
- For more safety and protection

- Easy to cut into the desired shapes and sizes
- Light-weight and easy to fit
- Suited for all types of floors (exceptionally well suited for
floors with underfloor heating)
- Washable (30°C)
- Environmentally friendly: based on naturel latex
- Available in various sizes

D i men sio n s
Packed individually in transparent foil
80cm x 75cm = 0,60m²
60cm x 115cm = 0,69m²
165cm x 240cm = 3,96m²
Other sizes upon request

Supplied on rolls
30cm x 150cm = 0,45m²
60cm x 150cm = 0,90m²
80cm x 150cm = 1,20m²
120cm x 200cm = 2,40m²
160cm x 240cm = 3,84m²
Other sizes upon request

Supplied on rolls:
length: 100 metres
Breadth 60cm = 60,00 m²
Breadth 80cm = 80,00 m²
Breadth 120cm = 120,00 m²
Breadth 160cm= 160,00 m²
Other sizes upon request

T e c hn ica l information
- composition: 25 % polyolefin with 75% natural latex

- Weight: 150 gram/m²

I n s tru ctio ns
- Easy to cut into the desired shape and dimensions with
a pair of scissors.
- Make sure that the underground is completely dry
before fitting.

- Do not expose to sunlight for extended lengths of time.
- Carpets : Ensure that Finistop is at least 5 cm smaller
than your carpet all round.
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